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3D printing of functional materials will revolutionize the energy sector by introducing complex shapes
and novel functionalities never explored before. This will give rise to the next generation of enhanced
devices ready for mass customization. Among others, electroceramic-based energy devices like solid
oxide fuel and electrolysis cells are promising candidates to beneﬁt from using 3D printing to develop
innovative concepts that overcome shape limitations of currently existing manufacturing techniques.
In this work, a new family of highly performing electrolyte-supported solid oxide cells were fabricated
using stereolithography. Conventional planar and high-aspect ratio corrugated electrolytes were 3Dprinted with yttria-stabilized zirconia to fabricate solid oxide cells. Corrugated devices presented an
increase of 57% in their performance in fuel cell and co-electrolysis modes, which is
straightforwardly proportional to the area enlargement compared to the planar counterparts. This
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enhancement by design combined to the proved durability of the printed devices (less than 35 mV/
1000 h) represents a radically new approach in the ﬁeld and anticipates a strong impact in future
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generations of solid oxide cells and, more generally, in any solid state energy conversion or storage
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devices.

Introduction
Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are zero-emission power generators able to convert hydrogen into electricity with eﬃciency
(LHV) above 60% over the whole range of kilowatt scales.1,2 This
eﬃciency can reach values as high as 90% (LHV) in combined
heat and power units (CHP),3 with SOFCs being one of the most
eﬃcient energy generation devices currently existing. Alternatively, the same devices operated in reverse mode are energy
storage units able to produce storable hydrogen from electricity
and water. The so-called solid oxide electrolysis cells (SOECs)
are highly eﬃcient energy conversion devices (>80% LHV) with
higher production yields and lower specic electric energy than
competing electrolysis technologies (<3.5 kW h Nm3 of H2
while >5 kW h Nm3 for alkaline and >6 kW h Nm3 for PEM).4
Moreover, SOECs fed with steam and CO2 can generate syngas,
i.e. a mixture of CO and H2, which is used as a precursor in the
well-known Fischer–Tropsch process for the production of
synthetic hydrocarbons and liquid fuels5 converting this technology in a crucial tool for converting CO2 into valuable products for the energy or chemical sectors.
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Solid oxide cells (SOCs) are ceramic-based multilayer electrochemical cells consisting of a gas-tight oxide-ionic conductor
electrolyte with electrodes in both sides. The state of the art
materials for SOCs are yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) for the
electrolyte, combined with YSZ-based composites as electrodes,
namely, lanthanum strontium manganite (LSM-YSZ) for the
oxygen electrode and Ni–YSZ for the fuel electrode.6–8 Beyond
these well-known materials, other compounds such as scandiastabilized zirconia (SSZ) or LaxSr1xCoyFe1yO3d (LSCF) are
currently employed by the industry as electrolytes or oxygen
electrodes, respectively, to increase the performance of the cells
at lower operation temperatures (T < 800  C).9,10 However,
stability problems of SSZ under high current densities in SOEC
mode11 and the need of diﬀusion barrier layers between YSZ and
LSCF12,13 still make the conventional LSM–YSZ/YSZ/Ni–YSZ
combination a competitive cell, even operating at elevated
temperatures (T > 800  C).
While big eﬀorts have been dedicated in the last decades
to develop new materials,9 only few strategies have been
explored to take advantage of a straightforward increase of
the performance of the cells by modication of its geometry,
likely due to the strict limitations in manufacturing complex
ceramic shapes. For instance, an increase of the active area of
the cells by corrugation of the electrolyte will directly reduce
the internal resistance of the cell, i.e. its area specic resistance (ASR ¼ R/A), proportionally increasing their performance per projected area. In this direction, Prinz et al.14,15
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proved a two-fold increase of power density in silicon-based
micro-SOFCs corrugated YSZ thin lm electrolytes. Despite
this successful experience, to the best of the authors'
knowledge, similar strategies have not been used in
conventional SOFCs although the benets of controlling the
geometry of the cell at the microscale can be easily anticipated. This is likely because free-form manufacturing techniques such as 3D printing have demonstrated only very
recently their suitability for fabricating highly complex dense
ceramic parts with good mechanical properties.16,17 In this
direction, Ruiz-Morales et al.18 lately reviewed the use of 3D
printing for energy applications suggesting the interest of
stereolithography (SLA) printing for developing high aspect
ratio highly performing SOFCs. According to Ruiz-Morales,
the diﬀerent works devoted to the development of SOFCs by
3D printing were focused on the fabrication of planar
cells19–31 with the only exception of the one recently published
by the authors32 in which honeycomb structures were used to
improve the mechanical stability of 3D printed YSZ
membranes.
In this work, planar and high-aspect ratio corrugated LSM–
YSZ/YSZ/Ni–YSZ solid oxide cells have been fabricated. This
approach has been only possible by the use of 3D printing
technologies, which opens the possibility of manufacturing
near free-shape designs. More specically, this work presents
the fabrication of 250 mm-thick 8YSZ (8 mol% yttria-stabilized
zirconia) electrolytes by SLA with a corrugated architecture,
which intrinsically increases around 60% the active area
compared to an also printed planar counterpart. A comprehensive characterization of the electrochemical performance of
both types of cells is presented in this work in a range of
temperatures between 800–900  C in fuel cell and CO2 and
steam co-electrolysis modes. The analysis of the impedance
spectroscopy of the cells allowed the clear identication of the
origin of the enhancement. The corrugated architecture is discussed here as a rst example of the wide range of printable
geometries that can be fabricated by the ceramic 3D printing
approach proposed in this work, proving its unfair advantage
improving the performance of the so obtained cell.
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Experimental method
Planar and corrugated YSZ ceramic pieces were fabricated by
using the stereolithography (SLA) printing method (Fig. 1a)
within a ceramic 3D printer (CERAMAKER from 3DCERAM,
France) (Fig. 1b and c). Computer Assisted Design (CAD)
soware was employed to sketch planar and corrugated
membranes of the same 2.00 cm in diameter (of which 1.6 cm
is the diameter for the electrode deposition, determining the
future active area of the cell) and 250 mm in thickness but
with diﬀerent eﬀective surface areas of 2.00 and 3.15 cm 2,
respectively. Such membranes were monolithically integrated with external annular rings to enhance the mechanical stability and ensure good sealing of the membranes
during the testing (see a detailed description elsewhere32). To
obtain the dimensions here described aer the sintering,
a rescaling process is applied to take into account the
shrinkage during the sintering process (initial design values
are not reported for clarity reasons). STL les were automatically created by using DMC soware to slice the design
and control the 3D printer. A solvent-free UV-photocurable
slurry (3DMIX-8YSZ®, 3DCERAM, France) composed by
8YSZ ceramic powder, acrylate UV curable monomer, photoinitiator and dispersant is employed. The substitution of
solvents by photo-polymerizable binders allows to achieve
high ceramic loading, good homogeneity and a low viscosity
of the suspension, which is further improved by adding
diluents.33 8YSZ slurry with high ceramic loading (ca.
50 vol%) was deposited over a 30  30 cm2 printing platform
by a double doctor blade system able to homogeneously
spread the paste. The blades were adjusted to deposit a thin
layer of 25 mm in thickness. Aer deposition of the photocurable slurry, a UV semiconductor laser (power around 500
mW) focused at the building platform reproduces, slice by
slice, the pattern designed by CAD using mirror rastering
with a speed of 5000 mm s1. Under UV exposure, the photocurable slurry, containing a monomer and a photoinitiator
active in the UV region,34 locally solidies following a freeradical photo-polymerisation process.33,35,36 This process

Fig. 1 (a) Scheme of the working principle of the SLA printing process where a building platform is ﬁlled, layer by layer, with a photocurable paste
with high ceramic loading that is cured following a certain pattern by a UV-laser able to raster the whole area. (b) Inside view of the machine
during a printing process, (c) ceramic 3D printer by 3DCERAM, France, used in this work.
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(lowering the platform, supplying the slurry and cure by laser
rastering) is repeated as many times as layers of 25 mm are
required to generate the desired three-dimensional structure. At the end of the printing process, the uncured paste
was removed from the platform for extracting the consolidated pieces. This paste can be reused for following printings
without further processing. The uncured paste remaining
within the structure can only be recovered aer dilution
during the cleaning process. In this way, the solid loading is
fully recycled having virtually null ceramic waste. Clean parts
were thermally treated for more than 70 h in inert atmosphere to eliminate the organics without crack formation
within the green bodies. Finally, the pieces were sintered at
1300  C for 4 h (heating and cooling rate of 3 K min1) in
oxidizing atmosphere generating a dense ceramic piece of
8YSZ. The density of the ceramics was calculated by dividing
the mass measured with a balance by the volume obtained by
geometrical calculations. Symmetrical and full electrochemical cells were fabricated using previously optimized
standard procedures. Commercial NiO–YSZ and LSM–YSZ
pastes (Fuel cell materials, USA) were painted on 3D printed
YSZ pieces as fuel and oxygen electrodes, respectively.
Attachment temperatures of 1400  C for 3 h (ramp rate 1
K min1) and 1200  C for 1 h (ramp rate 1 K min1) were
employed for the fuel and oxygen electrodes, respectively.
Microstructural characterization of the printed pieces and
the full cells has been carried out using an AURIGA Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM) from ZEISS (Germany) in top-view
and cross-section modes. In order to determine the crystal
structure of the materials under study XRD and Raman
spectroscopy were carried out in an automatic X-rays
diﬀractometer (Bruker D8 Advance, USA) equipped with Cu
Ka radiation (1.5418 Å) and a Horiba Spectrometer HR800
(LabRAM Series, Horiba Jobin Yvon, France), respectively.
Electrochemical cells were characterized in automatic test
benches based on commercial Probostat test stations (NORECS, Norway). A gas mixer panel consisting of several massow controllers connected in parallel (H2, CO2, air) and able
to introduce high amounts of water vapour (CEM, Bronkhorst, Netherlands) is employed to properly adjust the gas
input in SOFC and co-SOEC test modes. Electrical outputs
were connected to galvanostat/potentiostat and frequency
response analyser (Parstat 2273, PAR, USA) equipment to
evaluate the performance of the cells by studying their
polarization V–I curves and carrying out Electrochemical
Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS). The analysis of the obtained
Nyquist plots was carried out by tting the obtained arcs
using equivalent circuits and ZView soware. Symmetrical
cells were evaluated in a temperature range of 400–900  C
under symmetrical atmosphere of synthetic air. Full cells
were measured at 800, 850 and 900  C aer being conveniently sealed to form two gas-tight chambers with pure
hydrogen and air (in fuel cell mode) or CO2/H2O/H2 mixtures
and air (in co-electrolysis mode). Mid-term stability tests
(>300 h) of full cells were performed under SOFC mode, in
the already described set-up, applying 360 mA cm2 (0.7 V) at
850  C.
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Results
Fabrication and characterization of high aspect ratio 3D
printed YSZ electrolytes
Planar and corrugated 8YSZ freestanding membranes were
fabricated by means of SLA 3D printing aer sintering at high
temperatures. As shown in Fig. 2a and b, crack-free and
homogeneous parts were obtained. Despite a similar projected
area of 2.00 cm2, planar and corrugated membranes showed
diﬀerent eﬀective surface areas of 2.00 cm2 and 3.15 cm2,
respectively, which represents an increase of 57% in area.
Moreover, annular rings were integrated in the design to ensure
a good mechanical stability of the membrane and facilitate later
sealing to the test stations. Fig. 2 also shows cross-section
images of the complete planar (Fig. 2c) and corrugated cells
(Fig. 2d) with higher magnication SEM images of the electrolyte membranes (Fig. 2e and f). The thickness of the YSZ layer in
both types of cells is of 270 mm with a standard deviation of 18
mm, which proves an excellent thickness uniformity even for
highly complex shapes. This electrolyte thickness homogeneity
avoids the formation of detrimental hot spots in operation
caused by Joule eﬀect when high current densities are passing
through thinner regions. In this regard, the inset in Fig. 2f
shows the typical height of the layer-by-layer 3D printing step
(estimated in 25 mm), which determines the accuracy in the zand x–y-axes of the here presented methodology. The sintered
membranes of 8YSZ were further analysed with XRD and
Raman spectroscopy (ESI, Fig. S1†) conrming the partial
stabilization of the cubic phase without the presence of deleterious monoclinic phase. Moreover, the ionic transport of the
YSZ membranes was measured using them as electrolytes in

Fig. 2 Images of the self-standing 3D printed 8YSZ membranes. Top
view (a and b) and cross-section (c and d) of the planar and corrugated
membranes, respectively. Detail of the cross-section by SEM for the
planar (e) and corrugated (f) electrolytes showing (in the inset) the
steps deﬁned with the layer-by-layer 3D printing process.
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symmetrical electrochemical cells in the temperature range
from 400 to 900  C (see details in ESI, Fig. S2†). An Arrhenius
behaviour with values of conductivity above 3.0  102 S cm1
at 800  C and an activation energy of 1.0 eV were measured,
which is in good agreement with transport properties typically
reported in the literature for YSZ37 fabricated using conventional techniques. Overall, the 3D printed YSZ parts are
considered suitable for working as electrolytes in SOFC/SOEC
applications.
For the fabrication of complete solid oxide cells, LSM–YSZ
and Ni–YSZ electrodes were deposited on both sides of the 3D
printed 8YSZ sintered membranes using standard procedures.
Fig. 3 shows cross-section SEM images of the diﬀerent layers
and interfaces for the planar (Fig. 3a, c, e and g) and corrugated
cells (Fig. 3b, d, f and h). Regarding the electrolyte membrane
(Fig. 3e and f), defect-free and homogeneous layers were
observed in both cells with density above 97% of the theoretical
value (6.10 g cm3). Limited closed porosity was observed in the
electrolyte indicating the suitability of the 3D printing technology to reach gas-tight self-standing membranes. The gastightness of the printed electrolytes was later conrmed by
the open circuit voltage (OCV) obtained in fuel cell mode (see
next section). Despite the full densication of the YSZ

Cross-section SEM images of the planar (a, c, e and g) and
corrugated (b, d, f and h) cells. Detail of the LSM–YSZ oxygen electrode, the YSZ electrolyte and the Ni–YSZ fuel electrode and their
combined interfaces are presented for both types of cells.

Fig. 3
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electrolyte, good adhesion of the air and fuel electrodes was
conrmed by detailed observation of the interfaces in the
planar (Fig. 3c and g) and corrugated cells (Fig. 3d and h),
overcoming the problems reported by Cebollero et al.38,39
Moreover, the same set of gures shows a suitable homogeneous and highly porous microstructure for the diﬀerent electrodes conrming the high quality of the fabricated cells.

Solid oxide cells performance in fuel cell and co-electrolysis
modes
The performance of the planar and corrugated LSM–YSZ/YSZ/
Ni–YSZ solid oxide fuel cells was evaluated by measuring
polarization curves under hydrogen (fuel electrode) and
synthetic air (oxygen electrode) atmospheres in the temperature
range between 800  C and 900  C. Fig. 4a and c show the V–j
polarization curves of both cells measured at 900  C (results
obtained at 800  C and 850  C are presented in the ESI, Fig. S4
and S5† respectively). Open circuit voltages (OCVs) close to
1.10 V were measured for both cells, which is in good agreement
with the expected values estimated by the Nernst law, conrming the gas tightness of the printed electrolytes (planar and
corrugated) and the high quality of the measurement. The
maximum power density (P ¼ Vj) obtained at 900  C for the
planar cell reaches Pp ¼ 260 mW cm2, which is slightly above
similar cells produced with conventional techniques compiled
in ref. 40. More interestingly, the corrugated cell design presents Pc ¼ 410 mW cm2, which corresponds to an increase of
57% in power compared to the planar. This improvement,
which is roughly maintained all along the whole range of tested
temperatures (see Fig. S4 and S5†), is likely associated to the
increase of the active area of the corrugated cell xed by-design,
i.e. Acorr/Aplan ¼ 1.57. In order to clearly split the diﬀerent
contributions to the total polarization resistance of the cells
and, therefore, identify the origin of this enhancement, Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were
carried out for both cells (Fig. 4b). These diﬀerent contributions
can be obtained by deconvoluting the obtained spectra using
a simple equivalent circuit consisting of an inductance (L) in
series with a resistance (RYSZ) and two ZARC elements (see inset
Fig. 4b and d). The serial resistance (RYSZ) can be mainly associated to the 8YSZ electrolyte while the addition of the resistance of the two ZARC elements (Rel ¼ Rel1 + Rel2) corresponds to
the electrodes. Table 1 compiles all the resistances obtained by
tting the spectra in the form of area specic resistances (ASR ¼
R/A, where A is the projected area of the cell). First, it is worth
remarking that ASR values measured for the printed planar cells
(ASRtotal ¼ 1.1 U cm2) are comparable with conventional electrolyte supported cells previously reported by key players such
as DTU (ASR ¼ 1.1 U cm2 at 850  C), Jülich (ASR ¼ 1.2 U cm2 at
800  C) or Westinghouse (ASR ¼ 1.0 U cm2 at 900  C).41
Compared to the reference printed planar cells, a signicant
ASR reduction is measured for the corrugated membranes. This
decrease nearly corresponds to the one expected for the increase
of area induced by design, i.e. ASRcorr/ASRplan ¼ 0.63 (see Table
1) and is equally associated to the contributions of the electrolyte and the electrodes. Therefore, one can clearly conclude that
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V–j curves of the planar and corrugated cells measured in fuel cell (a) and co-electrolysis modes (b) at 900  C. Corresponding Nyquist
plots from EIS measurements are represented for the fuel cell at 0.7 V (c) and co-electrolysis cell at 1.3 V (d).
Fig. 4

the increase of area by corrugation has an equivalent positive
impact in both the electrolyte and the electrodes, which indicates that all the dominating phenomena are directly proportional to the area as theorized by other studies42–44 (the same
behaviour, with small variations in absolute values is maintained in all the temperature range).
In order to study the reversibility of the printed cells, the planar
and corrugated LSM–YSZ/YSZ/Ni–YSZ printed cells were evaluated
in co-electrolysis mode, converting a combination of steam and
CO2 into syngas (CO and hydrogen) by current injection at the
same temperature T ¼ 900  C (Fig. 4c). Similar OCV values (OCV 
0.8 V) were observed for both cells corresponding to the expected
voltages for the specic combination of input gases. Although in
this case it is not possible to determine a maximum performance
(like the maximum power density calculated in SOFC), it is clear
from the diﬀerent slopes in the V–j curves that the corrugated cell
signicantly improves the behaviour of the planar one, although
a certain increase in the noise is observed due to steam supply
issues. For a typical operation voltage of V ¼ 1.3 V, this

improvement results in the injection of a current density of 600 mA
cm2 in the corrugated cell compared to 460 mA cm2 available in
the planar cell, i.e. corresponding to a 30% of enhancement. To
clarify if the observed improvement correlates well with the
increase in area of the corrugated cell, impedance spectroscopy
analyses were carried out in a similar way as for the fuel cell mode
(Fig. 4d). ASR values for the serial and polarization resistances
associated to the electrolyte and the electrodes, respectively, were
listed in Table 1 aer tting the impedance spectra obtained at Vb
¼ 1.3 V with an equivalent circuit (inset Fig. 4d). As observed in the
fuel cell mode, the reduction in the ASR is equally distributed
between the electrolyte and the electrode and can be proportionally
ascribed to the increase of area, i.e. ASRcorr/ASRplan ¼ 0.63. This
result conrms that the corrugation is equivalent to a direct
increase of the area, even in co-electrolysis mode.
Finally, in order to corroborate the quality of the printed cells
and the capability of reaching quality standards similar to the
current state of the art cells fabricated by conventional techniques, a mid-term degradation test was carried out on the

Table 1 Values of area speciﬁc resistance (total, electrolyte and electrode contributions) obtained from equivalent circuit ﬁtting of the EIS
spectra for both planar and corrugated cells measured in fuel cell and co-electrolysis mode at 900  C

SOFC mode

Total
Electrolyte
Electrodes

Co-electrolysis mode

ASRplan (U cm2)

ASRcorr (U cm2)

ASRcorr/ASRplan

ASRplan (U cm2)

ASRcorr (U cm2)

ASRcorr/ASRplan

1.10
0.50
0.60

0.65
0.30
0.35

0.6
0.6
0.6

1.20
0.55
0.65

0.70
0.30
0.40

0.6
0.6
0.6
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Mid-term stability test carried out during 650 h for a corrugated
cell measured at 850  C and a ﬁxed current density of j ¼ 360 mA
cm2. A standard period of 250 h of conditioning is considered before
the degradation test of 400 h.
Fig. 5
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solid oxide electrolysis cell operating in co-electrolysis mode.
Moreover, a remarkably low degradation of the enhanced cells
were proved in durability tests of 600 h of duration even at highcurrent density conditions (j ¼ 360 mW cm2 at 850  C). These
exceptional results can be considered the rst step for the
fabrication of a radically new generation of solid oxide cells with
enhanced performance related to their change in nature from
planar to three-dimensional. This enhancement goes beyond
the high-aspect ratio of their corrugated electrolyte and
includes 3D printed structural elements with embedded functionality and improved stackability. The 3D printing methodology of this work represents a versatile approach that increases
the design freedom for highly performing and durable complex
devices and a step forward in the revolution of the additive
manufacturing in the energy sector.

Conﬂicts of interest
corrugated cell operating in fuel cell mode. Fig. 5 shows the
voltage evolution as a function of time for a galvanostatic
experiment xing a current density of j ¼ 360 mA cm2 at
850  C. Aer an initial conditioning period of 250 h (typically
required to stabilize the behaviour of a SOFC45), the degradation
of the cell was measured over 400 h showing a remarkably stable
behaviour. A low degradation rate of 35  5 mV/1000 h was
measured indicating a good behaviour according to the
combination of materials used in the fabrication of the cell.
Overall, it is conrmed that the 3D printing structuration of the
electrolyte carried out in this work represents a straightforward
method to enhance the performance of solid oxide cells for both
fuel cell and electrolysis applications, obtaining an enhancement directly proportional to the increase in area as a rst
approximation. Moreover, the performance stability proved in
SOFC mode anticipates the future impact of this technology
approach for real applications, especially, when considering
their lower environmental impact compared to conventional
manufacturing techniques as recently reported by the authors.46

Conclusions
Electrolyte-supported solid oxide cells with both conventional
(planar) and enhanced-area (corrugated) architectures were
successfully fabricated with ceramic 3D printing technologies.
Fully functional dense and crack-free yttria-stabilized zirconia
electrolytes were 3D printed reaching an ionic conductivity as
high as 3.0  102 S cm1 at 800  C in the planar and corrugated geometries. 3D printed solid oxide cells with planar
geometry presented a good performance (comparable to
conventional cells) in both fuel cell and co-electrolysis mode.
More interestingly, corrugated cells showed an improvement
straightforwardly proportional to the increase of their active
area achieved by 3D structuration. In this work, a direct increase
of 60% on conventional SOFC technology (LSM–YSZ/YSZ/Ni–
YSZ) was reached obtaining an excellent maximum power
density of 410 mW cm2 at 900  C. Similarly, a high current
density of 600 mA cm2 at 1.3 V was injected in a corrugated
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